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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

WACO DIVISION 
 

XR COMMUNICATIONS d/b/a 
VIVATO TECHNOLOGIES, 
                              Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
APPLE INC. 
                              Defendant. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

 
 

 
CIVIL NO. 6:21-CV-00620-ADA 

 

DISCOVERY AND SCHEDULING ORDER 

This Order hereby vacates its earlier Discovery and Scheduling Order, ECF No. 68, and 

substitutes this Discovery and Scheduling Order to set the more organized schedule attached in 

Appendix A used in other cases. 

A. General Organization of the Court’s Default Schedule 

The Court’s default schedule is generally organized into the following stages: pleadings, 

optional transfer briefing, initial contentions, early Markman, fact discovery, expert discovery, 

substantive motions, pretrial conference, and trial. See, generally, Standing Order Governing 

Proceedings in Patent Cases 4.1 (“OGP”).   

At the initial contentions stage, parties exchange their initial infringement and invalidity 

theories. Unlike many other courts, this Court holds and early Markman hearing and defers fact 

discovery until after the Markman hearing. OGP at 13. This Court does so to protect defendants 

from frivolous plaintiffs who seek settlements based not on merit but based on the burden of fact 

discovery, a tactic referred to “patent-trolling.” Hence, the Court’s default schedule defers fact 

discovery until after the Markman hearing so that parties can cost-effectively reach the first merit 

milestone in a case. Greenthread, LLC v. Intel Corp., No. 6:22-CV-00105-ADA, 2022 WL 

4004781, at *5 (W.D. Tex. Sept. 1, 2022). 
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After the Markman hearing, the default schedule provides for fact discovery, followed by 

expert discovery. After discovery, substantive motions are due. With few exceptions such as venue 

and jurisdictional motions, the Court hears and rules on all substantive, merit-based motions at the 

pretrial conference, which usually occurs about a week before trial. Statistically, the vast majority 

of cases will settle before the pretrial conference or trial. This procedure allows the Court to 

effectively manage its docket and avoid case congestion. 

B. History of the Court’s Transfer Motion Procedures 

On November 20, 2020, the Federal Circuit ruled that “a Markman hearing and claim 

construction order are two of the most important and time-intensive substantive tasks a district 

court undertakes in a patent case.”  In re Apple Inc., 979 F.3d 1332, 1338 (Fed. Cir. Nov. 9, 2020). 

Less than three months later, the Federal Circuit ordered, “the district court must stay all 

proceedings concerning the substantive issues in the case until such time that it has issued a ruling 

on the transfer motion.” In re SK hynix Inc., 835 F. App’x 600, 601 (Fed. Cir. Feb. 1, 2021). 

To comply, this Court immediately began delaying its Markman hearings until it issued 

orders on pending inter-district transfer motions. See, e.g., Order Resetting Markman Hearing, 

paSafeShare LLC v. Microsoft Corp., 6:20-cv-00397-ADA, (W.D. Tex. Feb. 9, 2021) ECF No. 40 

(rescheduling Markman hearings in view of pending transfer motion). The OGP has a standing 

order to this effect. OGP at 5–6. The OGP also allowed for limited “venue discovery” before the 

Markman hearing. Id. at 5. 

Parties then began abusing this process under an earlier version of the OGP. Defendants 

strategically waited to file their transfer motions to delay the case. After the permitted venue 

discovery, transfer motion briefing would not ripen by the Markman hearing, preventing this Court 

from issuing timely rulings. See, e.g., Apple Inc.’s Status Report, Scramoge Tech. Ltd. v. Apple 
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Inc., 6:21-cv-00579-ADA (W.D. Tex. Feb. 8, 2022) ECF No. 54 (“the motion will not be fully 

briefed and ready for resolution any earlier than March 14, 2022. The Markman hearing in this 

case is set for March 8, 2022”). This delay tactic employed by defendants forced the Court to 

unnecessarily reschedule the Markman hearings at the great inconvenience of all parties. To curb 

this abuse, the latest OGP requires transfer motions to be filed earlier and opens fact discovery 

after the originally scheduled Markman date, regardless of whether the Markman hearing is 

delayed. OGP at 6. 

The venue dispute process should work as follows. So that this Court can prioritize transfer 

motions early in a case in accordance with the Federal Circuit’s order, defendants may file a motion 

to transfer venue early in the case, along with evidence and declarations. OGP at 5–6; In re SK 

hynix Inc., 835 F. App’x at 601. Venue discovery then automatically opens. OGP at 5. Plaintiffs 

will serve venue discovery requests and depose witnesses. Defendants provide the requested 

discovery. Then, plaintiffs file their opposition supported by evidence uncovered during venue 

discovery. Defendants then file their reply. This allows the Court to make a fair, evidence-based 

ruling. However, both plaintiffs and defendants have repeatedly frustrated the Court by failing to 

present the Court the evidence needed to make a fair ruling. 

C. The General Need for a Revised Schedule 

A party may move to transfer a case for “the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the 

interest of justice.”  28 U.S.C. § 1404.  As part of this inquiry, Courts look to the locations of the 

parties, the witnesses, and the evidence, among other factors.  In re Volkswagen AG, 371 F.3d 201, 

203 (5th Cir. 2004) (citing Piper Aircraft Co. v. Reyno, 454 U.S. 235, 241 n.6 (1981)). 

The Court intends to make a fair, evidenced-based ruling on Defendant’s pending motion 

to transfer, ECF No. 22, based on an accurate identification of the witnesses, parties, and evidence 
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relevant to this case. Supplementing the record furthers this goal. In fairness, if one party raises 

new evidence or arguments in a motion, the Court will give the other party a fair opportunity to 

respond. Thus, the Court permits both parties to provide supplemental evidence and arguments. 

The Court will give Plaintiff an opportunity to investigate and respond to the new facts and 

arguments that Apple wishes to supplement. 

Full fact discovery will allow the parties to provide the Court with the best evidence for 

ruling on a motion to transfer. In this Court’s experience, speculation and incomplete discovery 

often plagues early transfer motions. Before fact discovery, parties have not yet identified the 

relevant prior art to assert at trial, the relevant witnesses, the relevant third parties, or the relevant 

evidence. Thus, in early motions to transfer, the Volkswagen factors drive parties to identify 

witnesses and evidence based on location rather than relevance. Too frequently, such transfer-

driven speculation about the witnesses and evidence fails to align with reality. At trial, the parties 

end up calling different witnesses, asserting different prior art, and presenting different evidence 

from what they identify in their transfer briefs. Requiring venue discovery to precede fact 

discovery also frequently leads to unnecessary disputes about whether certain discovery requests 

fall into one bucket or the other. See, e.g., Discovery Order, LPP Combustion, LLC v. General 

Electric Co., 6:21-CV-1343-ADA-DTG (W.D. Tex. May 13, 2022) ECF No. 34 (ruling on venue 

discovery dispute). These types of disputes waste judicial resources—fact discovery will 

eventually open and parties will have to turn over the evidence anyway, so disputing about whether 

a request qualifies as “venue” discovery at most delays the production. 

Indeed, the parties now present a needless venue discovery dispute to the Court regarding 

whether or not Apple adequately and timely disclosed its evidence and arguments or unfairly 

withheld them until after Plaintiff filed its opposition brief. ECF No. 55. Apple should have 
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provided all its venue evidence and arguments during venue discovery; this evidence that will 

come out during fact discovery anyway. 

Thus, the Court finds it prudent to have the parties to re-brief the motion to transfer in 

accordance with the appended schedule after the parties conduct fact discovery and determine 

which witnesses and evidence they intend to call at trial.  In other similarly situated cases, Apple 

has assured this Court that it would not oppose a continuance when Apple presented new evidence, 

and that a continuance would not affect the overall trajectory of this case because fact discovery 

would commence regardless of whether a continuance is or is not granted.  

D. Effects of the Revised Schedule 

The scheduling order in Appendix A moves the completion of transfer motion briefing and 

the Markman hearing until after the conclusion of fact discovery so that the parties can fully 

uncover and identify all relevant parties and evidence instead of speculating about the same.  

The parties are now required to narrow their asserted claims and prior art during the 

discovery period. By narrowing the asserted prior art, the parties can determine which, if any, prior 

art witnesses will actually attend trial rather than speculate about it. Defendants routinely 

repeatedly abused the transfer factors by serving “cherry picked” initial invalidity contentions 

happen to include a disproportionate amount of prior art listing inventors who reside in the 

destination venue. See Fintiv, Inc. v. Apple Inc., No. 6:18-CV-00372-ADA, 2019 WL 4743678, at 

*5 (W.D. Tex. Sept. 13, 2019) (“Fintiv accuses Apple of ‘cherry-picking’ prior art witnesses”). 

The Federal Circuit found it error to disregard prior art witnesses, even though they are statistically 

unlikely to testify at trial. In re Hulu, LLC, No. 2021-142, 2021 WL 3278194, at *3 (Fed. Cir. Aug. 

2, 2021). At this point, the Court is unable to peek into the future and accurately see which 

witnesses will attend trial. Thus, to stop such cherry-picking gamesmanship and to give the Court 
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